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in this way, nato remains the only alliances alliance that has retained its original mission. and, if the alliance is to hold fast to its historic mission, it must find a better way to accommodate this new security context. this means changing tactics and changing mind-sets. to get
there, nato needs to reinvigorate the transatlantic partnership by more aggressively engaging with the institutions and ideas that fostered the alliance’s creation. whether nato needs to absorb its eastern european partners or modernise its command structure is a matter of

debate. but no one can doubt the importance of making the alliances democratic structures fit the times. look at the history of the alliance. look at the past and present. change does not always mean progress. but change does mean renewal. the transatlantic relationship has
done well to remain true to itself in the years since the cold war. nato did not lose much in the changeover. in these years, the alliance has gathered momentum and found a new vision for the future. looking back may be useful, but the future is just beginning. the challenges
facing nato in the 21st century are as unpredictable as they are complex. to meet them requires a new way of thinking. to meet them, change is inevitable. and that change must be built on the understanding that nato is a vital foundation of the security that we seek. for the
sake of the alliance, nato must be ready to adapt to a new world, to embrace new friendships, and to embrace new strategic and operational requirements. as we celebrate the 70th anniversary of the allied victory over the third reich, i believe we have a duty to look ahead to
the next 70 years. to take nato forward, the leadership of the alliance must look beyond the nato box. it must reach out to find allies in europe and in the united states. and it must find a new way to develop nato. we must recognise that nato is not just a military alliance, but

also a political project. and we must see it as our duty to continue to act and reform for the security of the world we live in.
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there will be times when one or more allies will have a cause to act; and we will need to show great solidarity. but one or more allies will also have a cause to act. we all need to keep a hard eye on our own interests,
in the interests of all of us. as we are challenged to do, the alliance is going to change. the creation of nato in 1949 was a major step forward. the principle of all for one and one for all is part of the very heart of nato.

yet, nato is a young organisation. together with its allies and partners, nato is looking at the challenges of the future to find ways to ensure that we can protect and promote the interests of our people and our
citizens. to make nato work, nato must work with each of its allies and partners to protect our interests. the alternative is to do nothing. in 1993, the warsaw pact dissolved itself with the transformation of yugoslavia.
most of europe was now free of warsaw pact influence, but the cold war was not over. subsisting just beneath the surface was the spectre of an aggressive great power that would not tire of european freedom until it
achieved its goal of global domination. the first decade of the 21st century saw the emergence of two new great powers - india and china - who, through their size, influence and resources, as well as their willingness

to use those resources to establish a sphere of influence of their own, would challenge the long established western order. yet none of these challenges, large or small, would be as destabilizing and destructive as
the emergence of a terrorist organization such as al qaeda. the threat of terrorism was real, but so was the resolve to fight terrorism by any means necessary to achieve the restoration of an open world order. this

world war would be fought in every part of the world. 5ec8ef588b
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